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Abstract

To provide satisfactory coverage is very important in
many sensor network applications such as military surveil-
lance. In order to obtain the required coverage in harsh en-
vironments, mobile sensors are helpful since they can move
to cover the area not reachable by static sensors. Previ-
ous work on mobile sensor deployment is based on a round
by round process, where sensors move iteratively until the
maximum coverage is reached. Although these solutions
can deploy mobile sensors in a distributed way, the mobile
sensors may move in a zig-zag way and waste a lot of en-
ergy compared to moving directly to the final location. To
address this problem, we propose a proxy-based sensor de-
ployment protocol. Instead of moving iteratively, sensors
calculate their target locations based on a distributed iter-
ative algorithm, move logically, and exchange new logical
locations with their new logical neighbors. Actual move-
ment only occurs when sensors determine their final loca-
tions. Simulation results show that the proposed protocol
can significantly reduce the energy consumption compared
to previous work, while maintaining similar coverage.

1 Introduction

Recent advances in digital electronics, microproces-
sor, micro-electro-mechanics, and wireless communication
have enabled the deployment of large scale sensor net-
works where thousands of small sensors are distributed
over a vast field to obtain fine-grained, high-precision sens-
ing data. Due to many attractive characteristics of sensor
nodes such as small size and low cost, sensor networks
[6, 9, 12, 14, 2] become adopted to many military and
civil applications, from military surveillance to smart home
[15], from formidable remote environment monitoring, to
in-plant robotic control and guidance, from data collection
on other planets to guarding the agricultural field. Due to
the limited sensing range of the sensor nodes, deploying

sensors appropriately to reach an adequate coverage level
is critical for the successful completion of the issued sens-
ing tasks [4, 16].

Sensor deployment has received considerable attention
recently. Many of these works [4, 5, 11, 10] assume that
the environment is sufficiently known and under control,
and sensors can be deployed manually. However, when the
environment is unknown or hostile, such as remote harsh
fields, disaster areas and toxic urban regions, sensor deploy-
ment cannot be performed manually. To scatter sensors by
aircraft is one possible solution. However, using this tech-
nique, the actual landing position cannot be controlled due
to the existence of wind and obstacles such as trees and
buildings. Consequently, the coverage may be inferior to
the application requirements no matter how many sensors
are dropped. In these scenarios, it is necessary to make use
of mobile sensors, which can move to the right places to
provide the required coverage.

There have been some research efforts on deploying mo-
bile sensors, but they are based on centralized approaches.
For example, Zou and Chakrabarty [19] proposed to let a
cluster head or central server collect the initial location of
mobile sensors, calculate their target locations to increase
the coverage and notify them to move. However, in many
sensor deployment environments such as disaster recoveries
and battle fields, a central server may not be available and it
is hard to organize sensors into clusters due to network par-
titions. Further, the centralized approach suffers from the
problem of single point failure.

Recently, several distributed sensor deployment algo-
rithms [7, 8, 19, 18], assuming all sensors are mobile, have
been proposed. However, to equip each sensor with a mo-
tor will increase the network cost and may not be necessary
under certain initial distribution, such as random initial de-
ployment. In these cases, a mix of static and mobile sensors
may be able to provide the satisfactory coverage while keep-
ing the network cost low. In our previous work [17], we de-
signed a bidding protocol for deploying a mix of static and
mobile sensors. In this protocol, mobile sensors move itera-
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tively from small coverage holes (areas not covered by any
sensors) to larger ones to increase the sensor coverage. The
algorithm terminates when the sensor movement cannot in-
crease the sensor coverage. Although the bidding protocol
can be used to achieve high coverage, sensors may move in
a zig-zag way and waste lots of energy compared to moving
directly to the final location, which is not known initially
and sensors have to find out through the round by round
process.

In this paper, we design a proxy-based sensor deploy-
ment protocol to distributedly identify the target locations
of mobile sensors, and then move there directly. To achieve
this goal, we propose the idea of logical movement, where
sensors logically move from small holes to large holes by
exchanging messages, and assigning proxies. Mobile sen-
sors move directly to their final locations only after they find
those locations. Simulation results show that the proposed
protocol can significantly reduce the energy consumption,
while maintaining similar coverage.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next
section, we give an overview of the basic bidding protocol.
The proxy-based protocol will be presented in section 3.
Section 4 presents performance evaluations, and Section 5
concludes the paper.

2 The Bidding Protocol

As far as we know, the basic bidding protocol [17] is the
only previous work addressing the problem of deploying a
mix of mobile and static sensors. In the basic bidding pro-
tocol, a mobile sensors is treated as the server to heal the
coverage hole and its service has a base price which is re-
lated to the size of any new hole generated by its movement.
Static sensors detect coverage holes locally by utilizing the
Voronoi diagram [3]. They estimate their sizes as bids, and
bid the closest mobile sensors with a base price lower than
their bids. Mobile sensors choose the highest bids, move to
heal the coverage holes detected by the bidder, and update
their base prices to be the bid. At the new locations, mo-
bile sensors receive bidding messages from static sensors
which lost in the previous bidding or from static sensors
which did not find suitable mobile sensors to bid. Mobile
sensors move again if new biddings are accepted. In this
way, mobile sensors move iteratively from small coverage
holes to larger ones, and stop when they arrive at the largest
coverage holes detected by the static sensors.

The deployment is a round-by-round process. Each
round is composed of three phases: service advertisement,
bidding, and serving. Mobile sensors broadcast their base
prices and locations in the service advertisement phase.
Static sensors detect coverage holes and send bidding mes-
sages to the closest mobile sensors in the bidding phase. In
the serving phase, mobile sensors choose the highest bid,

move to heal the hole and update the base price.
One more thing to clarify is the multiple healing. One

coverage hole may be detected by several static sensors, and
these static sensors may bid different mobile sensors sepa-
rately. If they all win the bidding, those mobile sensors will
move to heal the same hole. This situation is called multiple
healing. In the basic bidding protocol, we propose to let mo-
bile sensors self-detect the occurrence of multiple healing.
Once this happens, all involved mobile sensors except the
winner reduce their base prices to zero and advertise them
in the new round. In the new round, these mobile sensors
will be bid to heal other holes.

2.1 Problems of the Bidding Protocol

Although the basic bidding protocol can achieve a high
coverage, there is still room for improvement in terms of
energy efficiency and load balance. First of all, moving
iteratively in a zig-zag path consumes much more energy
than directly moving to the final location. Secondly, multi-
ple healing wastes energy since only the winner will remain
and others have to move again.

Finally, some sensors may move much longer than oth-
ers. As shown in Figure 1, in the first round, holes A, B, C
bid mobile sensor sb, and hole D bids sa. Hole A and hole
D win due to their large size, and these two sensors move.
Then hole C bids for sensor sa and hole B does not bid for
one round since it does not know the existence of sa due to
the limited advertisement radius. After sa moves to hole C,
hole B knows it and bids it. Then sa has to move the third
time to reach its final location and it moves a much longer
distance than sb in total. From the figure we can see, the
mobile sensors closest to the large holes are likely to move
a short distance since after they move to heal those large
holes, they are not likely to move again with a high base
price. However, other sensors may have to move a long zig-
zag way from small holes to larger and larger holes, which
are located far away from them. If some balancing scheme
exists, e.g., moving sa to hole A and sb to hole B, these two
sensors will have more balanced load.

Sb

B

C

D

Sa
A

Figure 1.

Our proxy-based deployment protocol is motivated by
the concern of energy efficiency. It overcomes the weak-
ness of the basic bidding protocol by conducting one-time
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movement, multiple healing avoidance and load balancing,
while achieves almost the same coverage. We present the
proxy-based protocol in the next section.

3 Proxy-based Sensor Deployment Protocol

3.1 Basic Idea: Logical Movement and Proxy Sen-
sor

As mentioned in the previous section, instead of itera-
tive movement, mobile sensors should identify the largest
coverage holes first and then conduct one-time movement.
However, in a distributed manner, the global largest holes
cannot be obtained beforehand. This is why in the basic
bidding protocol, mobile sensors identify the largest holes
through iterative movement. They move to larger and larger
holes, with an increasing base price and stop only when no
bidding message is received, which means no static sensor
can detect a larger hole and propose a higher bid than their
base prices.

To identify the largest coverage holes, but not through
iterative movement, we propose the idea of logical move-
ment, which means mobile sensors logically move from
small holes to large holes iteratively, and only move after
knowing that no larger holes can be detected. This logi-
cal movement can also solve the problem of load balance
by exchanging the logical positions among mobile sensors.
If the distance of a mobile sensor to its logical position is
too long, it can exchange its logical position with another
sensor before really move so that no sensor is penalized to
move too long. In addition, the logical movement can nat-
urally solve the problem of duplicate healing, since they do
not really move until the last step.

The difficulty in realizing the logical movement is how
to obtain the position-related information without really be-
ing placed in the logical position. According to be bidding
protocol, mobile sensors advertise their base prices within
certain advertisement radius, collect the bidding messages
from the static sensors, and then move to the new location
(the largest hole in the advertisement area), and advertise
again. One possible solution is to use network-wide broad-
cast. However, this method will greatly increase the traffic
overhead. To obtain the location-related information with a
low message complexity, we propose that each mobile sen-
sor chooses a static sensor closest to its logical position as
its proxy. Proxy sensors are responsible for advertising the
base prices of mobile sensors and choosing the largest holes
for them. Proxy sensors can also negotiate with the proxy of
other mobile sensors about exchanging the target locations
for load balance. New proxies will be selected as mobile
sensors logically move. Finally, if proxy sensors do not re-
ceive any bidding messages, they will notify their delegated
mobile sensors to move.

3.2 Protocol Overview

In the proxy-based protocol, mobile sensors act as hole-
healing server, whose service has certain base price deter-
mined by the size of the new hole to be generated by their
leaving. Static sensors detect coverage hole locally, use
hole size as the bid and bid mobile sensors. Mobile sen-
sors accept the highest bid, logically move to that hole and
delegate the winning bidder as their proxy. The winning
bidders must be the static sensors closest to their logical po-
sitions because static sensors detect coverage holes in their
local area, the largest hole they find out must be closest to
them than other static sensors. Therefore, the static sensor
that wins the bidding of a mobile sensor must be the sensor
closest to the logical position of that mobile sensor.

Proxy sensors advertise the service of their delegated
mobile sensors, collect bidding messages and choose the
highest bid. Then they delegate the bidder as the new proxy.
Proxy sensors also examine the possible moving distance
of their mobile sensors and do hole exchange for them if
needed. When no bidding message is received for a number
of rounds, denoted as δ, and no hole exchange is needed,
proxy sensors conclude that their delegated mobile sensors
already obtain the final position, and notify them to move.

Specifically, our protocol runs round by round until mo-
bile sensors obtain their final locations and move there di-
rectly. Each round consists of four phases: service adver-
tisement, bidding, logical movement, and hole-exchange.
(1) In the service advertisement phase, proxy sensors adver-
tise the logical locations, physical locations and base prices
for their delegated mobile sensors. In the first round, a mo-
bile sensor does not have a proxy and advertises its physical
location and base price by itself. (2) In the bidding phase,
static sensors detect coverage holes, estimate the hole size,
choose a mobile sensor to bid and send bidding messages
to its proxy. At section 3.4, we will describe how to choose
mobile sensors in detail. (3) In the logical movement phase,
proxy sensors (or mobile sensors without a proxy) choose
the highest bid and send a delegate message to the bidder.
The bidder becomes the new proxy. The base price of mo-
bile sensors is updated by their new proxies. Also, proxy
sensors need to check whether hole-exchange is needed. If
yes, they choose the mobile sensor suitable for exchange
and sends out exchange request to the proxy of that mobile
sensor. (4) In the hole-exchange phase, proxy sensors check
the received requests, choose one with the highest priority
and return the confirm message to the requester. Then the
mobile sensors delegated by these two proxy sensors ex-
change the hole to heal. The detail about hole-exchange
will be described at section 3.3.

Before getting into the details, we use an example to
show how our proxy-based deployment protocol works.
Figure 2 (a) is the initial distribution of 40 sensors on a 50m
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(a) Initial deployment
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(b) Result of deployment

Figure 2. An example

by 50m target field, among which, 30% are mobile sensors.
The sensing range is 6m. The stripped shadow is the sens-
ing area of static sensors and the gridded shadow is that of
mobile sensors. Figure 2 (b) shows the deployment results
of our protocol from this initial distribution and Figure 3 (a)
shows the moving trace of the mobile sensors. In this exam-
ple, the mobile sensors move 13.65m on average. Sensor 38
moves the longest, 27.85m. For comparison, Figure 3 (b)
shows how mobile sensor moves in the basic bidding proto-
col under the same initial distribution, where mobile sensors
move 23.77m on average. Sensor 28 has the longest mov-
ing distance. It moves 5 times, and 68.68m in total. From
this example, we can see our proxy-based protocol is much
more energy-efficient and load-balanced.

In the next several sections, we present some details, in-
cluding hole-exchange, the setting of δ, how static sensors
choose mobile sensors to bid, how to avoid the multiple
healing problem, etc. After that, a formal description of
our protocol is presented.
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(a) In the proxy-based protocol
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(b) In the basic bidding protocol

Figure 3. Comparison of the moving trace

3.3 Coverage Hole Exchange

There are two goals for Coverage hole exchanging. One
is to reduce the average moving distance, and the other is to
balance the load. Figure 4 is an example of the first case.
After the exchange, the moving distance of both sensor sa

and sensor sb are reduced. Figure 5 is an example of the
second case. To heal the coverage hole, sensor sa has to
move a long distance before exchange. Thus, sa and sb

exchange coverage hole to heal, even though sb has to move
a longer distance after the exchange.

To guarantee that no mobile sensor is penalized, we spec-
ify a maximum moving distance, dmax. The proxy sensor
must examine whether its delegated mobile sensor has to
move more than dmax. If yes, it checks the received service
advertisement list and finds a mobile sensor which can ex-
change coverage hole with its delegatee so that the moving
distance of both mobile sensors is less than dmax after the
exchange. Then it sends an exchange message to the proxy
of that mobile sensor specifying how long its delegated mo-
bile sensor has to move without the exchange and wait for
the confirmation.

To reduce the overall moving distance, the proxy sensor
also calculates whether the overall moving distance can be
reduced by exchanging coverage hole, such as the scenario
in Figure 4. If yes, the proxy will send exchange message to
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B

Sa

(a) Before exchange
Sb

Sa

A

B

(b) After exchange

Figure 4. Hole exchange to reduce the aver-
age moving distance

the proxy of that mobile sensor. In the exchange message,
the reduced moving distance after the exchange is specified.

The exchange requests have different priority. Generally,
the exchange for load balance has a higher priority than the
exchange for reducing the average moving distance since
we must guarantee that no mobile sensor moves too long.
Among the exchange for balancing load, the mobile sensor
which may be penalized most without exchanging has the
highest priority. Among the exchange for reducing average
moving distance, the exchange with largest improvement
has the highest priority. After receiving a list of exchange
requests, the proxy accepts a request based on the priority
and sends a confirmation message to the proxy whose re-
quest has been accepted.

The parameter δ mentioned in the previous section needs
special management in hole exchange. δ specifies the num-
ber of rounds to wait for a proxy to notify its mobile sensor
to move when no bidding message or exchange request is
received. This parameter should be differentiated for dif-
ferent mobile sensors. For example, in Figure 1, δ for sb

should be larger than sa and at least larger than two. Oth-
erwise, when sa moves logically to hole B after the third
round, and its proxy finds it will move too long, sb already
moves to hole A. If they exchange hole at that time, sb has
to move another time. Therefore, we set a higher δ for the
mobile sensors with a high base price and a short distance
to their logical positions.

Sa
B

Sb

A

(a) Before exchange

Sb

B

Sa

A

(b) After exchange

Figure 5. Hole exchange to balance the load

3.4 Distance-based vs. Price-based

After the service advertisement, each sensor has a list
of mobile sensors with their locations, logical locations and
base prices. Sensors having detected some coverage holes
need to determine which mobile sensor to bid. In the ba-
sic bidding protocol, sensors bid the closest mobile sensors.
We call this criteria as the distance-based approach. The
distance-based approach has certain problems shown in Fig-
ure 6. Hole C bids sj since it is the closest sensor and sj

moves to heal hole C. sj’s move generates a new hole B
and si will be bid to heal it. Apparently, sensor si can move
directly to hole C, with a similar moving distance to hole
B, while sj can stay fixed, which is much more efficient.
This is the motivation that we propose to let sensors choose
the mobile sensor with the lowest price to bid (called price-
based approach). Then hole C will bid sensor si since it has
a lower base price, and sensor sj can stay. The advantage
of price-based approach is to reduce the number of move-
ments. Each time, the sensor with the lowest price moves to
the largest hole and it does not move again since no higher
bid can be given.

People may think the price-based criteria also has certain
problem, like the situation shown in Fig. 7. With the price-
based approach, sj should heal hole B, while si should heal
hole C since hole B has a higher bid and it wins the bidding
for the cheaper sensor. With the distance-based approach,si

heals hole B, while sj should heal hole C since both hole B
and hole C bid the closest sensor. It seems like the distance-
based approach is better than the price-based approach in
this kind of situation. However, our hole-exchange scheme
can ask si and sj to exchange hole and get the same re-
sult as the distance-based approach. Therefore, we believe
the price-based approach is better than the distance-based
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Si
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(c) After the second round

Figure 6. Problem of the distance-based cri-
teria

approach in our proxy-based deployment protocol. Simula-
tion results also verify this.

We mentioned in the previous section that the proxy
should wait for δ rounds before sending notification to the
mobile sensor if no bidding message is received. The set-
ting of δ is different for distance-based and price-based ap-
proaches. In the price-based approach, sensors tend to bid
the same mobile sensor since there is only one cheapest mo-
bile sensor within a certain area, while in the distance-based
approach, sensors tend to bid different mobile sensors since
the sensor closest to one hole is likely different with the
sensor closest to another hole. To wait for the same num-
ber of rounds, sensors can determine that no more bidding
message will come in the distance-based approach, but they
cannot in the price-based approach. Therefore, δ should be
relatively smaller in the distance-based approach than that
in the price-based approach.

C

B

D

Sj

A

Si

(a) Original situation

SjA

Si

C

B

D

(b) Distance-based

D

Si

Sj

A

C

B

(c) Price-based

Figure 7. Problem of the price-based criteria

3.5 Multiple Healing Avoidance

Several mobile sensors may be bid to heal the same hole
by different static sensors. This happens because of the lim-
ited service advertisement radius. Static sensors may have
different knowledge about the mobile sensors. It is possible
that several static sensors independently bid different mo-
bile sensors for the same coverage hole since the cheapest
mobile sensor or the closest mobile sensor in their views
are different. If some of them succeed in bidding, multiple
mobile sensors may move to heal the same hole, which is
not necessary. In the basic bidding protocol, mobile sensors
self-detect the occurrence of multiple healing after they al-
ready moved. If multiple healing happens, mobile sensors
lower their base price to zero and move to other hole in the
next round.

In our solution, proxy sensors check whether multiple
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healing would happen before they notify their mobile sen-
sors to move. To check the multiple healing, proxy sensors
do the coverage hole detection again, assuming that their
mobile sensors are not in their logical position (the hole po-
sition). Without multiple healing, there still exists a hole
since only their mobile sensors are in the hole area. Other-
wise, a multiple healing happens. Once proxy sensors de-
tect multiple healing happens, they reduce the base price of
their mobile sensors to be zero, and re-advertise the new
base price in the subsequent rounds. In this way, mobile
sensors avoid unnecessary movement.

To avoid that all proxies detect the same multiple-healing
and reduce the base prices of their delegated mobile sensors
to zero altogether, each proxy check whether the moving
distance of its mobile sensor from its physical position to
the hole is the shortest among those mobile sensors for the
same hole. If not, it reduces the base price of its delegate
to zero; otherwise, it waits for the leaving of other mobile
sensors.

Having presented the idea of the proxy-based protocol,
we show the formal algorithm in Fig 8. The hole detection
part is not shown since it is the same as the basic bidding
protocol.

3.6 Optimization on Reducing Message Complex-
ity

Since communication also consumes energy, we should
reduce the message complexity as much as possible. We
propose optimizations to reduce the number of bidding mes-
sages and service advertising messages, which are the two
major control messages in our protocol.

Among all the bidding messages for a mobile sensor,
only one with the highest bid will be accepted and others
are wasted. Also, several static sensors may detect the same
coverage hole and send out multiple bidding messages for
it. To remove these redundant bidding messages, sensors
first broadcast their bids and the target mobile sensor. If a
sensor finds that another sensor chooses the same mobile
sensor with a higher bid or with the same bid but bigger id,
it cancels its bidding message. Although this approach adds
some local broadcasting messages, it reduces the chance
of having multiple bidding messages which may propagate
several hops to the mobile sensor (or proxy). Therefore, the
total message complexity can be reduced.

The number of service advertising messages is related to
the broadcast radius. If the radius is more than two hops,
rebroadcast is necessary. If sensors rebroadcast right af-
ter they receive some service advertisement messages, there
will be high message complexity. For optimization, we pro-
pose that a sensor should wait for some slots to rebroadcast
after receiving the advertising messages. During the wait-
ing period, if several advertising messages about different

Notations:
Si: the service list received by sensor si.
loci, loc′i: physical position and logical position of si

Pi: the proxy of si

(0) Upon entering Advertising phase:
set timer to be advertise interval,

enter Bidding phase upon timeout
if si is a mobile sensor without proxy then

broadcast service〈si, loci, loci, base pricei, si〉
if si = Pj then

broadcast service〈sj, locj , loc
′
j , base pricej , si〉

(1) Upon receiving service〈sj, locj , loc
′
j , base pricej ,Pj〉:

add 〈sj , locj , loc
′
j , base pricej ,Pj〉 to Si

(2) Upon entering Bidding phase:
set timer to be bidding interval

enter Logical movement phase upon timeout
calculate bidi if hole exists
choose the closest/cheapest sensor sj from Si

where base pricej < bidi

send bidding〈si, loc
′
j , bidi〉 to Pj

(3) Upon receiving bidding〈sj , loc
′
k, bidj〉:

record it if it has the highest bid
(4) Upon entering Logical movement phase:

set timer to be logical interval,
enter Hole-exchange phase upon timeout

if record bidding〈sk, loc′i, bidk〉 then
send delegate〈si, loci, loc

′
i, bidk〉 to sk

else if si = Pj and record bidding〈sk, loc′j , bidk〉
send delegate〈sj, locj , loc

′
j , bidk〉 to sk

else if si = Pj

if hole-exchange with sm is needed
send request〈si, sj , locj , priority〉 to Pm

else if it is time for sj to move then
send notice〈loc′j , base pricej〉 to sj

(5) Upon receiving delegate〈sj, locj , loc
′
j , base pricej〉:

Pj = si; record locj , loc′j , base pricej .
(6) Upon receiving notice〈loc′i, base pricei〉:

move to loc′i and record base pricei

(7) Upon receiving request〈sj, sk, lock, priority〉:
record it if it has the highest priority

(8) Upon entering Hole-exchange phase:
if si = Pm and record request〈sj, sk, lock, priority〉

send confirm〈sm, sk, locm〉 to sj

Pk = si; loc′k = loc′m
base pricek = base pricem

record lock

(9) Upon receiving confirm〈sm, sk, locm〉:
Pm = si; loc′m = loc′k; base pricem = base pricek

record locm

Figure 8. The proxy-based protocol at sensor
si
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mobile sensors are received, they should be packed into one
single message and hence reduce the message complexity.

4 Performance Evaluations

As far as we know, the basic bidding protocol [17] is
the only previous work addressing the deployment prob-
lem with a mix of mobile and static sensors. It has been
shown to have good performance in coverage. Therefore,
two main objectives of our performance evaluation include
(1) whether the energy consumption can be much reduced
and the load can be more balanced compared with the ba-
sic bidding protocol (2) whether the proxy-based protocol
can achieve a similar coverage as the basic bidding proto-
col. In addition, we compare the distance-based approach
and the price-based approach. In all the figures showing
the evaluation results, we use ’Proxy-price’ to represent the
price-based approach and ’Proxy-distance’ to represent the
distance-based approach. We use ’Basic’ to represent the
basic bidding protocol.

We implemented the proxy-based deployment protocol
in ns2 (version 2.1b9a). The total number of sensors is set
to 40 and the percentage of mobile sensors is varied from
10% to 50%. The target field is a 50m ∗ 50m flat space.
The initial placement of sensors follows random distribu-
tion. 802.11 is the MAC layer protocol and DSDV is the
routing protocol. The physical layer is modeled after the RF
MOTE from Berkeley, with 916.5MHZ OOK 5kbps as the
bandwidth and 20 meters as the transmission range. Sens-
ing range is 6 meters.

In the next several sections, the simulation results about
coverage, moving distance, etc are shown.
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Figure 9. Coverage

4.1 Coverage

Figure 9 shows the coverage reached by our proxy-based
protocol and basic bidding protocol under different mobile

percentage. We can see that the coverage obtained by run-
ning our protocol is pretty close to the basic bidding proto-
col.

4.2 Energy Consumption

Energy consumption in the deployment procedure comes
from two sources, mechanical movement and electrical
communication. We use the moving distance as the metric
for the energy consumption in mechanical movement and
the message complexity as the metric for the energy con-
sumption in communication.

From Figure 10 and Figure 11, we can see that the proxy-
based protocol has a much shorter moving distance (more
than 40% difference), while the basic bidding protocol has a
much lower message complexity. To consider both factors,
we conclude that proxy-based protocol is much more en-
ergy efficient because the mechanical movement consumes
much more energy than electronical communication. Cal-
culated from the data of the mobile sensor platform [13], it
costs a mobile sensor about 30J to move one meter, but it
only costs the mobile sensor about 0.1J to send one mes-
sage, which means to it costs 300 times the energy to move
one meter than to send one message. When 10% mobile
sensors are used, the proxy-based protocol saves 10-meter’s
movement per sensor, with the cost of less than 30 mes-
sages. Without any doubt, the proxy-based protocol is more
energy efficient.

Generally, the moving distance decreases as the mobile
percentage increases. The reason is as follows. The ini-
tial coverage holes may have different size, and the mobile
sensor needs to heal the largest one, which may be faraway.
With less number of mobile sensors, it may take them a long
way to reach the largest holes. With more mobile sensors,
the smaller holes are also to be healed, and reducing the av-
erage distance to the holes. However, in the basic protocol,
the number of movement is not reduced monotonically with
the increase of mobile percentage due to multiple healing.
If several mobile sensors move to heal the same hole, all of
them except the winner need to move again. With more mo-
bile sensors, multiple healing happens more frequently, and
the sensors move more as the mobile percentage increases.

Between the price-based approach and the distance-
based approach, the former one has less movement. The
reason is as follows. Each time, static sensor bids the cheap-
est mobile sensor, and a mobile sensor accepts the highest
bid. Once a mobile sensor accepts a bid, it is not likely
to be bid somewhere else, which means its logical position
is stable before it finally moves. The proxy of the mobile
sensor detects whether its distance to the logical position is
too long at an early time and can find another mobile sensor
to exchange the coverage hole. On the contrary, when static
sensors choose the closest mobile sensor to bid, the situation
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Figure 10. Moving distance

shown in Figure 1 is likely to occur. The logical position of
some mobile sensor is frequently changed. When the proxy
sensors of these mobile sensors detect their possible mov-
ing distance is too long, they may not find a suitable sensor
to exchange hole since they may move already. Also, in the
situation shown in 6, the price-based approach also has less
movement.
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Figure 11. Message complexity

As for the message complexity, the basic bidding proto-
col performs better because they do not have messages for
hole exchange. In addition, in the proxy-based protocol,
mobile sensors only move after their final locations have
been found and it needs more rounds to stop, while the ba-
sic protocol terminates earlier and consequently needs less
message. Between the two criteria to choose mobile sensor
to bid, the distance-based approach outperforms the price-
based approach. This is because the price-based approach
needs a relatively higher δ, and consequently needs more
rounds to stop and more messages are transmitted. Con-
sider both movement and message complexity, we prefer
the price-based approach, since movement is the dominant
factor in energy consumption.
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Figure 12. Maximum moving distance among
the mobile sensors

4.3 Load Balance

To evaluate whether individual sensors are penalized to
move a long distance, we show the maximum moving dis-
tance among the mobile sensors in Figure 12. Note that
Figure 10 shows the average moving distance. From the
figure, we can see the maximum moving distance in the
proxy-based protocol is less than twice of the average mov-
ing distance, while it is several times more than the average
moving distance in the basic bidding protocol. For example,
when the mobile percentage is 50%, the maximum moving
distance (88.69m) is about four times the average moving
distance (21.29m). This result shows that our protocol is
much more balanced. Also, the maximum moving distance
in the basic bidding protocol is several times more than that
in the proxy-based protocol.

Between the price-based approach and the distance-
based approach, the price-based approach performs better.
The reason has already been explained in the above. The
logical position of some sensors are more likely to change
in the distance-based approach. When the proxies of these
mobile sensors detect their possible moving distance is too
long, they may not find a suitable sensor to exchange hole
since other sensors may move already. Then these sensors
have to move a long way.

In the basic bidding protocol, the maximum moving dis-
tance increases with a higher mobile percentage. Multiple
healing contributes this phenomenon. When several mobile
sensors move to heal the same hole, all except the winner
have to reduce the base price to zero and move again. With a
higher mobile percentage, there will be more multiple heal-
ing.

In our proxy-based protocol, the maximum moving dis-
tance is decreased with a higher mobile percentage. This is
because with more mobile sensors, the load of each mobile
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sensor is lowered. In addition, the proxy sensors can de-
tect the multiple healing, and mobile sensors need not move
again for that.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we addressed the problem of deploying a
mix of mobile and static sensors. Based on a proxy-based
protocol, mobile sensors can identify the final locations, and
then move there directly. Simulation results show that the
proxy-based protocol can significantly reduce the physical
moving distance, while maintaining similar coverage, when
compared to existing schemes. Since mobile sensors need
to communicate with other sensors to achieve logical move-
ment, the message complexity is increased. However, we
believe this increase is well justified considering that phys-
ical movement consumes most of the power.
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